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Purpose: The design and performance of a novel head coil

setup for 31P spectroscopy at ultra high field strengths (7T)

is presented. The described system supports measurements

at both the 1H and 31P resonance frequencies.

Methods: The novel coil consists of two, actively detun-

able, coaxial birdcage coils to give homogeneous transmit,

combinedwith a double resonant 30 channel receive array.

This allows for anatomical imaging combined with 31P ac-

quisitions over the whole head, without changing coils or

disturbing the subject.

A phosphate buffer phantom and three healthy volun-

teers were scanned with a pulse acquire CSI sequence us-

ing both the novel array coil and a conventional transceiver

birdcage. Four different methods of combining the array

channels were compared at three different levels of SNR.

Results: The novel coil setup delivers significantly in-

creased 31P SNR in theperipheral regions of thebrain, reach-

ing up to factor 8, while maintaining comparable perfor-

mance relative to the birdcage in the center.

Conclusions: The new system offers the potential to

acquire whole brain 31PMRSI with superior signal relative

to the standard options.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy of the 31Phosphorus nucleus can be used to explore several interestingmetabolic

processes in vivo, including energy metabolism, cell membrane turnover, and intra- and extra-cellular pH[1, 2, 3, 4].

However, there aremany challenges to acquiring high quality phosphorus spectra, particularly the low sensitivity of

the 31P nucleus relative to 1H, and the generally low concentrations of themetabolites of interest, which result in low

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Working at ultra-high field strengths offers a considerable boost to signal strength, for

example Rodgers et al. found a super-linear increase of 2.8x sensitivity in the heart whenmoving from 3T to 7T[5]. At

the same time, the phosphorus nucleus is not as susceptible to the issues that affect proton MR at UHF, such as B1

inhomogeneity. In addition, the increased spectral dispersion at UHF allows resolving closely spaced peaks, such as

phosphocholine (PC) and phosphoethanolamine (PE), which would be extremely challenging to distinguish at lower field

strengths. For these reasons, themove to higher field strengths is particularly advantageous for 31PMRS.

The difference in Larmor frequencies between 1Hand 31Pmeans that purpose-built hardware is required to acquire

phosphorus spectra. The design of that hardware is critical to its performance. For example, multi-receiver arrays of

surface coils provide excellent SNR close to individual elements, but with limited field of view. When used to transmit

RF, they also have an inhomogeneous B+
1
: to achieve a uniform excitation therefore requires the use of adiabatic pulses,

with a corresponding substantial increase in SAR. By contrast, volume coils have amuchmore homogeneous B1, both

for transmit and receive. A common solution to these limitations is to use a combined design, with a volume coil used

for transmit in order to allow short, low SAR excitation pulses, together with an array of receivers to benefit from the

improved SNR[6].

Another issue to consider in designing a 31P coil is the need to also incorporate a separate 1H system[7]. This

is necessary to provide standard anatomical imaging for accurate localization of the 31P signals, and also offers the

potential to investigate the relationships between 1H and 31P functional results. While it is relatively straightforward

to add a 1H volume coil outside the 31P setup, this severely limits the potential of the coil for more advanced proton

imaging, relative to a typical multi-channel array. At 7T, where significant calibration is often necessary for each exam, it

is not practical to change coils mid-exam, even disregarding the challenges of registering data from the two parts. It

would be greatly preferable for the 1H imaging to use a dual-tuned receiver array so that both nuclei can benefit from

the improvements to SNR, however it remains an open question howmuch such dual-tuning will reduce the already low

31P SNR.

In this study, we examine the performance of a novel coil setup, built by MR Coils (Zaltbommel, Netherlands)

designed for whole head 1H and 31PMR. It combines individual volume coils for transmit at both 1H and 31P frequencies

with a close-fitting, 30 channel, dual-tuned receiver array. This novel coil designwasbenchmarked against a conventional

quadrature volume coil.

When combining the individual channels of the array coil, the correct choice of weightings is essential to obtain

optimal final signal quality. Rodgers et al. showed that in practice data driven methods generally achieve the best

weightings, providing sufficient SNR is available. In 1HMRS, there is generally plenty of SNR, whichmakes calculating

the channel weights fairly straightforward. However, in the relatively SNR poor phosphorus case, there is a danger that

the calculatedweights are not optimal, which in turn further reduces the final SNR of the combined signal. Here, we

consider various state-of-the-art combination strategies applied to different datasets with varying levels of intrinsic
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SNR, to evaluate their relative performance under these challenging conditions.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Coil Design

Volume transmit system

A design similar to that proposed by J. R. Fitzsimmons et al.[8] was chosen, with two birdcage coils situated co-axially.

The primary goal for the transmit birdcageswas dual resonance, optimized for 31P, with a secondary goal of unhampered

visibility for the subject to allow visual stimuli and instructions to be presented. To accomplish this ceramic cable traps

were used to suppress common-mode currents on the cables.

The inner birdcage layer with a radius of 12.5 cm was first tuned to 120.6 MHz (31P at 7T) under conditions of

symmetry. In addition, traps tuned to 297.8 MHz (1H at 7T) were placed on each of the legs to avoid losses arising

from the counter-currents at the two frequencies, a problem inherent in many other dual-tuned birdcage designs. The

outer birdcage with a radius of 14.25 cmwas tuned to the 1H frequency in isolation. Since the operation of the higher

frequency was not significantly affected by the presence of the lower frequency birdcage (including the traps), no traps

were necessary. The lower frequency birdcagewas then introduced inside and the traps were adjusted to decouple it

from the 1Hbirdcage, which restored the 31P resonance frequency, meaning that no adjustment of the tuning capacitors

was required.. Both birdcages were 12 cm long (Figure 1e).

The bird-cages were originally designed to separate into two pieces to facilitate subject positioning, however this

process was found to create toomuch variation in the coil matching, so the birdcages were returned to a single piece.

Both birdcages weremade detunable bymeans of PIN diodes placed in parallel to the ( 33pF for 31P and 2.7pF for 1H)

capacitors on one end-ring.

In order to allow the subject to receive visual stimuli, a rectangular windowwas cut through the lower half of the

anterior portion; which wasmirroredwith a window of the same dimensions, diagonally across, on the upper half of

the posterior section. The windowwas then covered with amesh shield (50dB EMVAbschirmstoff Aaronia-Shield R�,

Aaronia AG, Eifel Germany), to restore its shielding properties while allowing visibility out of the coil (Figure 1d).

The cables at the two ports for each birdcage were then added and fine-adjusted by changing the length of copper

trace between the inner and outer conductors tominimise reflection co-efficients. Shield currents along the co-axial

cables weremitigated bymeans of ceramic floating cable traps; placed close to the feed port. The coils were optimized

for performance at 120.6MHz, by setting the trap frequency to approximately 260MHz (coil inductance of 132 nH,

total inductance in traps of 36 nH), which is consistent with the values chosen by Schnall et al (Schnall 1985).

Receiver array

The receive array is comprised of 30 dual-tuned rectangular loops on a helmet, with overlapped coils in the head/foot

axis forming columns. The width of the loops were selected to maintain a distance between the centers of adjacent

columns equal to 130% of the coil width. Tomaintain uniform column spacing at the top of the former where the radius

tapers, two coil sizes were designed. Both coil sizes had a length of 6 cm, and the coil widths were 4 cm and 5 cm. A

prototype coil was fabricated and tested (dual-tune/match, detune) using copper tape before sending the coil layout for

production as a flexible printed circuit board (PCB).

In order to reduce the number of iterations for coil optimization per element (tune, match, detune and preamp-

decouple), the coil former was populated with empty PCB’s to approximate the coil positions, and one coil of each size

was dual-tuned and placed at each coil position to determine the resonant frequency and loadedQ for each position.
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From this procedure, four matching conditions were determined to be sufficient, namely a heavy load and light load for

each of the coil sizes. in order to optimise the effectiveness of diode detuning for each frequency, active detuning was

implemented for the proton frequency, while the phosphorus frequency was passively detuned as shown in Figure 1c.

Dual-tuning was achieved by replacing the capacitors of a standard coil with dual-tuned Foster network units (a

capacitor in series with a parallel inductor and capacitor[9, 10]) in order to give the desired equivalent capacitance at

each frequency. The coils were optimized for performance at 120.6MHz, with an expected SNR penalty of less than

10% for 31P and approximately 30% for 1H. The position and placement of common-mode suppressing cable traps was

determined experimentally bymeasuring the common-mode currents using a current injector and currentmeter as

described by Seeber et al.[11], resulting in the use of wire-wound cable traps tuned to the 298MHz at the feed port of

each coil and the use of ceramic floating cable traps for 120.6MHz in the interface box housing.

2.2 | Phantom and volunteer scans

All scans were performed on a SiemensMagnetom7Twhole bodyMR system (SiemensHealthcare, Erlangen, Germany).

Apart from the previously described array coil, a dual-tuned quadrature birdcage coil fromQuality Electrodynamics

(Ohio, USA) was also used as a reference, to determine how SNRwas affected by the use of the array coil. Both coils are

shown in figure 1. Apart from the channel combination steps in processing, both coils were used with identical settings

and protocols.

[Figure 1 about here.]

[Table 1 about here.]

Phantom

A 2 l spherical flask was filled with a 16mM solution of potassium phosphate buffer (pH=7.2) for use as a phantom. This

flask reasonably approximates the size and shape of a human head and largely filled the coils’ sensitive volumes. Flip

angle calibration was performedmanually by varying the supplied RF power for a single pulse acquire sequence to find

the power giving themaximum amplitude for the phosphate peak, which corresponds to a 90�excitation. A TR of 15s

was used to ensure complete relaxation. The 31PMRSI was acquired using a standard 3D pulse acquire CSI sequence

with the following parameters: FOV= 200 ⇥ 200 ⇥ 200mm
3, matrix size= 16 ⇥ 16 ⇥ 16, TR/TE=1000ms/2.3ms, flip

angle=30�, spherically sampled k-space for a total acquisition time of 23minutes. To test the 1Hperformance of the

coil, a similar sequence was run, but with a reduced TR of 200ms due to the shorter T1, and a correspondingly reduced

flip angle of 25�. To calibrate the 1HB1 a 3DREAM sequence was used tomeasure the flip angle from a 1ms pulse at a

selected voltage, this was then scaled to give a 180 �pulse. As a comparison for the 1Hperformancewe chose to use a

32 channel receive array coil fromNovaMedical (Massachusetts, USA), as this is a commonly used coil for 7T imaging,

rather than theQED birdcage. For these tests we used a 180mmdiameter spherical gel phantom.

In vivo

Three healthy volunteers were scanned after giving written informed consent. The School of Psychology, Cardiff

University Ethics Committee approved this study. In each case the same scan procedure was followed: after initial B0

shimming, a 3D T1-weighted image was acquired with theMPRAGE (magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient

echo) sequence. This was used to position the 31P excitation slab: in two subjects, the chosen slab was axial through the

center of the brain, while for the third amore coronal slab was used, passing through the occipital cortex. .
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Once the slab position was chosen, the B1 transmit power was calibrated in the sameway as for the phantom, but

this time using a slice selective excitation to ensure the flip angle was optimized for the chosen slab. TheMRSI data was

acquiredwith a 2D, slice-selective pulse acquire CSI sequencewith the following parameters: FOV= 200⇥200⇥40mm
3 ,

matrix size= 12 ⇥ 12, TR/TE=1000ms/2.3ms, BW/NP=10kHz/4096, flip angle=45�, elliptically weighted k-space

sampling with 60 averages at k-space center for a total acquisition time of 24minutes.

2.3 | Data Processing and Analysis

For each dataset, as a first step a noise profile was created using the last 100 points of every acquired FID, and used to

create a whitening transformwhich removed any noise correlation between individual channels[12]. Next, all k-space

points withmore than one acquired average were combined in to a single FID.

As the optimal channel combination weights vary spatially all data was first Fourier transformed in the spatial

dimensions. Four different methods were then used to combine the channels into a single FID :

• weighted by first point[13]: FIDs from each channel were zero-order phased tomake the first point real, then scaled

by the (normalized) magnitude of the first point.

• WSVD[12] (Whitened Singular Value Decomposition): the rank-1 truncation of the singular value decomposition

was used to obtain themaximum likelihood estimate of the optimal channel weights.

• WSVD+Apod[14]: FIDs were apodized to emphasize the high SNR early part of the signal.

• WSVD+Apod+Blur[14]: In addition to the apodization described above, spatial smoothness was imposed across

neighboring voxels before applying theWSVDmethod.

The performance of all data driven channel combinationmethods is heavily dependent on the initial SNR for the

individual channels. For our acquisitions in vivo, we deliberately acquired a relatively large number of averages (60) in

order to increase the SNR and improve the calculation of the channel weightings. However, this also extends the exam

time substantially (in this case to 24minutes). In order to evaluate the effect of reducing the scan time on the channel

combination, we created simulated datasets for both 30 average (12:40minutes) and 15 average (6:35minutes) exams

by sub-sampling from the complete 24minute exams, while maintaining the elliptically weighted k-space sampling.

After channel combination the noise level of each voxel wasmeasured from the standard deviation of the last 500

(complex) points of the FID, and the signal scaled tomake this 1. Although all data was acquired using pulse-acquire

sequences, the small delay between excitation and readout required by the rewinding of the slice-selective gradient,

and theMRSI phase encoding gradient pulses, introduces a systematic first order phase shift into the data, andwhen

this is corrected a baseline distortion is created.

Next the per-voxel zero order phases were determined byminimizing the difference between themagnitude and

the real part of the spectra. No further first order phase correction was found to be necessary. For the phantom data,

which contains only a single peak, the signal was calculated by a simple integration of the area under the peak. For the in

vivo data, the phased signal was fitted in the time domain using an AMARES[15] approach using a basis set consisting of

the followingmetabolite peaks: phosphocreatine (PCr), α-, β� and γ-ATP (adenosine triphosphate), inorganic phosphate

(Pi), phosphoethanolamine (PEtn), glycerophosphoethanolamin (GPEtn), phosphocholine (PC), glycerophosphocholine

(GPC) and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD). As the baseline distortion only affects the first few points of the

signal, these were excluded from the fitting. The fitted line was subtracted from the original signal to leave only the

baseline and noise components, to which a spline was fitted in the frequency domain to obtain a smoothed baseline

estimate.
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All data processing was done in Python using the Suspect library[16]. The analysis of each dataset was performed

in a Jupyter notebook environment and the complete code used for the analysis and all results are published on

figshare[17, 18, 19, 20, 21].

3 | RESULTS

TheQ factors for the array coil are shown in table 1, for both nuclei and with the coil in a loaded and unloaded state.

The S11 values on resonance for the 1Hbirdcagewere -10.26dB and -14.03dB, while for the 31P birdcage the values

were -12.83dB and -13.12dB. Transmit power for the 31Pwas found to be roughly similar to theQED birdcage, with

ameasured transmitter reference voltage of around 450V. However, the estimated 1H transmit voltage was around

1000V, well above themaximum deliverable voltage of 550V, andmuch higher than theNova coil whichmeasured a

reference voltage of 194V. During these initial measurements an issue was identifiedwith the 1Hquadrature splitter

board, which meant that the birdcage could only be driven in a linear mode and on one port, leading to a fourfold

reduction in delivered power.

[Table 2 about here.]

3.1 | Phantommeasurements

Noise covariancematrices for the array coil frommultiple exams are shown in figure 2. The channel loading patterns are

similar in each case, with someminor correlation between a few elements. The application of a whitening transform is

sufficient to remove all correlations and ensure equal loading of the elements.

The 31P signal to noisemaps for central slices of the phantom are shown in figure 3. The full 3D SNRmaps are online

as Supporting Information Figure S1 As expected, the QED birdcage coil shows very homogeneous SNR across the

entire volume of the phantom. By contrast, the array coil is highly heterogeneous, with the highest signals coming from

the periphery of the phantom, particularly in the posterior half. In the center of the phantom, signal from the array coil is

around 1.2x relative to theQED birdcage, while themaximum SNR enhancement at the edge of the phantom is more

than 8x.

[Figure 2 about here.]

Across the whole 3D volume, there are some regions of the phantomwhere the array coil records no signal at all.

These are particularly located in the anterior region at the base of the coil, which is unsurprising as this is the open part

of the coil, around the subject’s mouth and jaw, where there are no receive elements located. The sharp-eyedwill also

notice a small region of reduced sensitivity at the anterior of the top of the coil, this is due to a small gap in the coil

coverage to allow access for an EEG cap cable. Thesemissing signal regions have no practical consequences for in vivo

imaging as they fall outside the brain volume.

The equivalent maps for 1H are shown in figure 4. In general the Nova coil shows a somewhat higher SNR than our

new coil. For the central region with generally lower sensitivity, the novel coil has on average 60% of the Nova SNR.

Both coils display increasing sensitivity towards the periphery, with the Nova coil in particular showing very substantial

SNR improvements in the left, right and superior directions. The novel coil has a less pronounced but more symmetric

improvement in sensitivity, leading it to offer superior SNR in the anterior and posterior regions of the phantom. Overall,

the novel coil has greater sensitivity than the Nova coil in approximately 20% of voxels.
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[Figure 3 about here.]

[Figure 4 about here.]

3.2 | Measurements in vivo

In our volunteer scans we were able to successfully acquire MRSI of excellent spectral quality using both coils. The

31P transmit power of both coils was very similar, with a measured transmitter reference voltage of approximately

450 in each case. The performances of the different channel combination methods considered are given in figure 5.

The traditional first point basedmethod achieved the lowest combined SNR, with theWSVDmethod having amedian

of 40-50%more SNR in the 60 average case. With a smaller number of averages (and a lower baseline SNR)WSVD

performs relatively better, with amedian increase in SNR of 77%.

[Figure 5 about here.]

Adding apodization to theWSVDmethodproduces someadditional improvements in SNR, around5-25%depending

on number of averages. There is also a large increase in maximum SNR by using apodization, as this technique is able to

correctly combine a small number of problem voxels whereWSVD alone struggles. Interestingly, no gain in SNRwas

seen by using the spatial smoothing constraints ofWSVD+Apod.+Blur, the results are almost identical to the simpler

WSVD+Apod. method.

The spatial distribution of receiver SNR for the differentmethods, as well as for theQED birdcage coil, are shown in

figure 6. The pattern is very similar to that observed for the phantom, with theQED birdcage showing a largely uniform

sensitivity, while the array coil roughlymatches performance in the center and has a substantially brighter periphery.

In the example shown there is a clear asymmetry with the right hand side of the slice having considerably higher SNR

than the left. This is most probably due tominor variation in subject positioning, the very sharp SNR gradients of the

individual receive elements makes the peripheral region very sensitive to these kind of small changes.

[Figure 6 about here.]

The acquisition volumes and some representative spectra using theWSVD+Apod.+Blurmethod are shown in figure

7. For the occipital acquisition (volunteer 3), SNR from the array coil was universally higher than from theQED birdcage,

increasing from about 120% in the center of the slab tomore than 800% in some peripheral voxels. By contrast, in the

two transverse exams, SNR for the array in the center was only 80% of theQED birdcage, rising to around 600% at the

edge of the brain.

[Figure 7 about here.]

Wewere able to reliably quantify all 10metabolites in our fitting basis set. The β -ATP peak is only partially excited

due to insufficient bandwidth on the excitation pulse, and is not considered further, but concentrationmaps of the other

metabolites are shown in figure 8, for both the array coil andQED birdcage. Similar spatial variations in themaps are

apparent in both. The α-ATP concentration estimate is slightly reduced relative to the γ-ATP estimate, this is due to the

chemical shift artifact: as the excited α-ATP slice is higher in the head, the partial volume effect is increased.

[Figure 8 about here.]
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4 | DISCUSSION

In this work we have described a novel coil setup for acquiring whole head 31P data at 7T. The setup features two

birdcage volume coils for B1 transmit at
1H and 31P frequencies respectively, and a dual-tuned 30 channel receiver array.

The increase in sensitivity from the use of local receive coils significantly improved the achievable SNR of 31PMRSI in

the periphery of the brain, while maintaining signal in the center of the brain.

Avdievich andHetheringtonwere the first researchers to combine a dual-tuned volume coil for excitation with a

phased array for receive[22]. At 4T they used a 4 element array to obtain SNR improvements of 15% in the center of the

coil, increasing to 4x at the periphery. However, their receive array was 31P only, all 1H images were acquired using the

dual-tuned volume coil.

Subsequently, van de Bank et al. improved upon this design at 7T by combining an 8 channel transceiver array for

1Hwith a 31P transmit volume coil and a 7 channel local receiver array positioned at the back of the coil[6]. In phantom

measurements, the array achieved a 7x increase in SNR at the periphery, with SNR improvements up to 7 cm inside the

phantom. This agrees well with the performance of our system, which achieved a peak SNR increase of 8x in phantom,

however by increasing the number of receiver elements in the array to 30, the new design is able to achieve whole brain

coverage with improved SNR.

In comparison to other dual-tuned RF coils following a similar circuit design (as originally described by Schnall et

al.[10]), our coil setup uses the same conductors for receiving both 1Hand 31P signals. This is in contrast to nested[23] or

composite[24] designs, which require double the number of coil elements, complicating themechanical design. Another

design that makes use of the same coil elements for both nuclei uses PIN diodes to switch in an extra capacitor in tuning

the coils[25]. It should be noted though that these PIN diodeswill substantially affect the unloadedQ, andwill therefore

likely have lower SNR than the dual-tuned design in our setup.

The performance of data driven channel combination methods such as the WSVD family is dependent upon

sufficient SNR as shown by Rodgers and Robson[14]. In our phantommeasurements SNR in the center of the volume

was around 20% higher with the array coil than the QED birdcage, while in the volunteer exams through the center

of the brain (volunteers 1 and 2) the array coil SNR dropped instead to 20% lower than theQED birdcage. Our initial

assumption was that this was due to the relatively lower SNR achieved in vivo leading to a suboptimal coil combination,

and that a superior choice of coil weightings would lead to performance in vivomatching the phantom results.

If this were true, wewould also expect that the sub-sampled datasets with fewer averages, which have an intrin-

sically lower SNR, would then suffer from evenworse channel combination, leading to a correspondingly lower final

SNR. However this is not the case. In Supporting Information Figure S2maps of the ratio of SNR between the 15 and 30

average cases and the 60 average case for volunteer 1 (combined using theWSVD+Apod.+Blur method). Thesemaps

are extremely uniform, with no degradation in performance in the center of the FOV. This strongly suggests that the

SNR is sufficient for optimal channel combination, and other factors are responsible for the reduced performance of the

array coil in our in vivo studies, compared to the phantom exams.

In the imaging domain, the preferredmethod of channel combination in the low SNR case is the adaptive combine

method[26, 27]. This is similar in manyways to theWSVD+Apod+Blur method considered here, a correction is applied

to remove any noise correlations between coil elements, and then the signals from a block of neighbor voxels are used

to assess the local SNR for each element. In our case, however, we find that there is almost no improvement from

adding the Blur component to theWSVD+Apod. This is because with spectroscopy data, we have access tomanymore

data points at each spatial voxel, which already behaves in a similar way to the neighbor block in the adaptive combine

method. On top of this, the spectroscopy voxels are much larger than typical imaging voxels, so there is less similarity in

channel weightings between neighbors. It may be that when pushing the voxel size smaller, which will naturally reduce
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SNR, we seemore improvement from theWSVD+Apod+Blur case.

It is standard practicewhen acquiring spectroscopy data to obtainmultiple averages, repeated identical acquisitions

which are averaged together to achieve a
p
N increase in SNR, where N is the number of averages. It is increasingly

being realized in single voxel spectroscopy, and particularly for editing sequences, that shifts in B0 during the acquisition

will cause individual averages to become misaligned, adversely affecting the final spectral quality[28, 29]. Before

combination, therefore, individual averages should be re-aligned, with the current preferredmethod being Spectral

Registration[30].

Spectral Registration requires a certain level of SNR in order to be effective. In the standard 1H SVS case, channel

combination can be done first, greatly improving the performance of the method. However, for MRSI the channel

combination can only be done after Fourier transform, while the averaging must happen before. In addition, the

intrinsically lower signal from 31P acquisitionsmeans that aligning averages in this way is impractical, often reducing the

quality of alignment rather than improving it. For this reason, it was not possible to apply such frequency correction in

this study. A greatly preferable approach that should be considered for the future would be to use an interleaved 1H

signal to track the B0 frequency, this would provide plenty of signal to correct any frequency shifts without impacting on

the 31P signal[31, 32]. Unfortunately there are for the moment software restrictions within the current Siemens 7T

pulse sequence environment which prevent interleavingmulti-nuclear receive, this will need to be resolved for progress

to bemade on this issue.

One of themajor challenges with 31P spectroscopy is localizing signal. Due to the very short T2s of themetabolites

of interest, conventional techniques such as PRESS or LASER have prohibitive signal losses. The ISIS technique has been

used to localize 31P[33], however its heavy use of adiabatic pulses substantially increases the SAR burden and its eight

acquisition cycle makes it too long for use withMRSI techniques. Themost popular approach is to simply use a slice

selective pulse-acquire sequence, using phase encoding to localize the signal. The issue here is that the field of view

must fully cover the imaged volume, so it is difficult to achieve small voxel sizes without very long scan times.

With their local receiver array, van de Bank et al. were able to exploit the reduced field of view to obtain 3.0 cm3

voxels in only 15minutes of scan time[6]. By contrast the novel array coil described here has a whole head field of view,

which allows greater flexibility in choice of imaging location, but requires a more difficult trade-off between acquisition

time and voxel size. However, the large number of receiver coils permitted by this dual tuned design means that there is

considerable potential to make use of techniques such as GRAPPA[34, 35], which undersample data in k-space, and

untangle the resulting spatial overlap using the differences in receive element sensitivity maps. This should certainly be

a priority for future research in this area.

Currently, a complete assessment of the 1H performance of the novel coil has been hampered by issues with

the 1H birdcage, which can only be driven in a linear mode and with a very limited B+
1
. However as figure 4 shows,

the sensitivity of the receive array is around 60% of the commonly used Nova coil in the centre of the FoV, and with

increasing sensitivity all around the periphery. This means that it is certainly sufficient to provide e.g. 1H localization

images to accompany 31PMRSI data, and we anticipate that planned improvements to the birdcage component will

improve this performance by giving a greater andmore homogeneous B+
1
.
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1 The two head coils used in this study: a) the novel 30 channel receiver array coil fromMRCoils (Zaltbom-

mel, Netherlands); b) standard single channel birdcage coil fromQuality Electrodynamics (Ohio, USA);

c) circuit diagram for a single receive loop of the dual tuned receive array; d) a gap in the coil shielding

allows the subject to see out of the coil; e) the two layers of the transmit birdcage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

2 Noise correlation matrices from the 30 channel receive array. The 31P data (top) was collected from

subject 1, while the 1Hdata (bottom) was obtained from a gel phantom. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15

3 31P SNRmaps from the new array coil and theQED birdcage coils in phantom. Belowwe show for each

coil cross sections of themean sensitivity profiles (±1 standard deviation) calculated from the central

4x4 block of rows in the left-right and anterior-posterior directions. The QED birdcage coil provides

excellent uniform, flat coverage of the whole volume, while the array coil has some gaps in sensitivity,

particularly in the inferior-anterior region, where there are no receive elements. However the array coil

provides substantially increased signal across the whole field of view, with the greatest improvements

in the periphery of the phantomwhere in some voxels it is 8x higher. Maps covering the whole of the

receive volume can be found in the supplementarymaterial. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16

4 1H SNRmaps from the new array coil and Nova coil in phantom. Both coils show the characteristic array

coil pattern of lower sensitivity in the centre, increasing towards the periphery. Belowwe show for each

coil cross sections of themean sensitivity profiles (±1 standard deviation) calculated from the central 4x4

block of rows in the left-right and anterior-posterior directions. The Nova coil shows a relatively greater

increase, particularly at the left and right of the volume, while the novel coil has amore circular pattern

in the axial plane, giving it higher sensitivity at the anterior and posterior of the phantom. Interestingly

the Nova coil appears very sensitive at the extreme caudal edge of the phantom. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17

5 Comparison of in vivo 31P SNR across channel combination methods. For each of the WSVD based

methods and for each size of dataset the phosphocreatine concentration relative to the First Point

method were calculated per-voxel. Data is shown for volunteers 1 (top) and 3 (bottom), results from

volunteer 2 are similar to volunteer 1 andmay be found in the supplementarymaterial. . . . . . . . . . . 18

6 SNRmaps of the phosphocreatine (PCr) peak acquired from volunteer 1. The top row shows the full

dataset (60 averages at k-space center), while themiddle and lower datasets are subsampled to simulate

shorter acquisitionswith 30 and 15 central averages respectively. The first four columns represent differ-

ent methods for combining the channels of the array coil, while the final column shows the results from

theQED birdcage coil. TheWSVDmethods all give excellent channel combination performance, with

essentially no difference between theWSVD+Apod. andWSVD+Apod.+Blur techniques. Localisation

images shown below themapswere acquired immediately prior to theMRSI using the corresponding

coil andwithout moving the subject. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19

7 Representative 31P spectra from the two coils: a) and c) sagittal view of the subject showing the excited

slab in each case; e) and g) slice in the plane of the slab showing example voxels in the center of the brain

(red) and in the periphery (purple); b) and d) spectra from peripheral voxels from the array (blue) and

QED birdcage (orange) coils; f) and h) spectra from central voxels. All spectra are scaled to have the same

noise standard deviation. Localisation images shown below the maps are those acquired by the QED

birdcage coil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
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8 Metabolite ratiomaps from volunteer 1 using a) the array coil and b) theQEDbirdcage. Metabolite peaks

were fitted from the full 60 average dataset with theWSVD+Apod.+Blur channel combination used for

the array data. Because of the highly heterogeneous receiver sensitivity of the array, eachmetabolite

concentration is shown as a ratio to the phosphocreatine peak, which divides out the receiver profiles at

the cost of making themaps sensitive to the phosphocreatine distribution. Localisation images shown

below themaps were acquired immediately prior to theMRSI using the corresponding coil andwithout

moving the subject. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21

S1 31P SNRmaps from the new array coil and theQED birdcage coils in phantom. TheQED birdcage coil

provides excellent uniform, flat coverage of the whole volume, while the array coil has some gaps in

sensitivity, particularly in the inferior-anterior region, where there are no receive elements. However

the array coil provides substantially increased signal across the whole field of view, with the greatest

improvements in the periphery of the phantomwhere in some voxels it is 8x higher. . . . . . . . . . . . . 26

S2 Relative 31P SNRmaps from the array coil showing the ratio of signal from the reduced size datasets with

30 and 15 averages to the fully sampled 60 average dataset. As SNR goes with
p

Naverages, these scans

have been normalized by 1p
2
and 1

2
respectively . In this case channel combination was performed using

theWSVD+Apod.+Blur method. SVD=Singular Value Decomposition; Apod=Apodization. . . . . . . . . 27
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F IGURE 1 The two head coils used in this study: a) the novel 30 channel receiver array coil fromMRCoils

(Zaltbommel, Netherlands); b) standard single channel birdcage coil fromQuality Electrodynamics (Ohio, USA); c)

circuit diagram for a single receive loop of the dual tuned receive array; d) a gap in the coil shielding allows the subject to

see out of the coil; e) the two layers of the transmit birdcage.
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F IGURE 2 Noise correlationmatrices from the 30 channel receive array. The 31P data (top) was collected from

subject 1, while the 1Hdata (bottom) was obtained from a gel phantom.
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F IGURE 3 31P SNRmaps from the new array coil and theQED birdcage coils in phantom. Belowwe show for each

coil cross sections of themean sensitivity profiles (±1 standard deviation) calculated from the central 4x4 block of rows

in the left-right and anterior-posterior directions. TheQED birdcage coil provides excellent uniform, flat coverage of

the whole volume, while the array coil has some gaps in sensitivity, particularly in the inferior-anterior region, where

there are no receive elements. However the array coil provides substantially increased signal across the whole field of

view, with the greatest improvements in the periphery of the phantomwhere in some voxels it is 8x higher. Maps

covering the whole of the receive volume can be found in the supplementarymaterial.
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F IGURE 4 1H SNRmaps from the new array coil and Nova coil in phantom. Both coils show the characteristic array

coil pattern of lower sensitivity in the centre, increasing towards the periphery. Belowwe show for each coil cross

sections of themean sensitivity profiles (±1 standard deviation) calculated from the central 4x4 block of rows in the

left-right and anterior-posterior directions. The Nova coil shows a relatively greater increase, particularly at the left

and right of the volume, while the novel coil has amore circular pattern in the axial plane, giving it higher sensitivity at

the anterior and posterior of the phantom. Interestingly the Nova coil appears very sensitive at the extreme caudal

edge of the phantom.
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F IGURE 5 Comparison of in vivo 31P SNR across channel combinationmethods. For each of theWSVD based

methods and for each size of dataset the phosphocreatine concentration relative to the First Point methodwere

calculated per-voxel. Data is shown for volunteers 1 (top) and 3 (bottom), results from volunteer 2 are similar to

volunteer 1 andmay be found in the supplementarymaterial.
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F IGURE 6 SNRmaps of the phosphocreatine (PCr) peak acquired from volunteer 1. The top row shows the full

dataset (60 averages at k-space center), while themiddle and lower datasets are subsampled to simulate shorter

acquisitions with 30 and 15 central averages respectively. The first four columns represent different methods for

combining the channels of the array coil, while the final column shows the results from theQED birdcage coil. The

WSVDmethods all give excellent channel combination performance, with essentially no difference between the

WSVD+Apod. andWSVD+Apod.+Blur techniques. Localisation images shown below themaps were acquired

immediately prior to theMRSI using the corresponding coil andwithout moving the subject.
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F IGURE 7 Representative 31P spectra from the two coils: a) and c) sagittal view of the subject showing the excited

slab in each case; e) and g) slice in the plane of the slab showing example voxels in the center of the brain (red) and in the

periphery (purple); b) and d) spectra from peripheral voxels from the array (blue) andQED birdcage (orange) coils; f) and

h) spectra from central voxels. All spectra are scaled to have the same noise standard deviation. Localisation images

shown below themaps are those acquired by theQED birdcage coil.
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F IGURE 8 Metabolite ratio maps from volunteer 1 using a) the array coil and b) theQED birdcage. Metabolite

peaks were fitted from the full 60 average dataset with theWSVD+Apod.+Blur channel combination used for the array

data. Because of the highly heterogeneous receiver sensitivity of the array, eachmetabolite concentration is shown as a

ratio to the phosphocreatine peak, which divides out the receiver profiles at the cost of making themaps sensitive to

the phosphocreatine distribution. Localisation images shown below themaps were acquired immediately prior to the

MRSI using the corresponding coil andwithout moving the subject.
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TABLE 1 Component values for the circuit diagram in figure 1.

Matching

C1S C2P C3S C4P L1 L2

33+27 33+20 33+27 33+20 5nH 5nH

Tuning

C6S C5P L3 LP C8S C7P L4

30+3.3 30 8nH 22nH 30+3.3 30 8nH
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TABLE 2 MeasuredQ factors for the array coil. Relative coil sensitivity is calculated as S
S0

=

q

1 � Qloaded

Qunloaded
[36]

Qunloaded, single Q unloaded, dual Q loaded Sensitivity, single Sensitivity, dual

1H 230 140 26 94% 90%

31P 360 210 46 93% 88%


